ABSTRACT Good transparency performance (including position tracking and force feedback) is a significant issue for teleoperation control design. The four-channel control approach, which is based on the impedance matching between the master and slave, is an effective method to achieve the perfect transparency performance of teleoperation system. However, the obvious drawback of this design is that the time delay existing in the communication channel is neglected and thus the stability of this design under time delay cannot be guaranteed. Some passivity based control approaches such as wave-variable are developed to handle the stability problem of teleoperation system under time delay, and have been tried to add into four-channel control design. Though the stability under time delay is achieved for this kind of design, the transparency performance may largely decrease since the traditional wave-variable may essentially suffer some performance limitations (e.g., wave reflection). Thus, simultaneously realizing the stability and good transparency performance for four channel teleoperation system is still a challenging issue. In this paper, an improved wave-variable based four-channel control design is developed for bilateral teleoperation system to guarantee stability and further improve transparency performance. Under four channel control architecture, the passivity based time-delay compensator by the modified wave transform and the local force feedback are provided to compensate the distortion by reducing wave reflection and further enhance the stability and transparency of teleoperation system. The experiment is carried out, and the results show the great improvement of the proposed method to achieve the good transparency performance compared to the previous four-channel control designs.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the rapid development of robotic and mechatronic systems [1] - [8] , the teleoperation technique, which relies on human-machine interaction, comes into being and plays an important role in the fields like space exploration, deep-sea operation, medical surgery and so on [9] - [11] . The bilateral teleoperation technique with force feedback, which particularly improves the transparency of the system and enhances the perception of operators, has a wide range of applications due to its advantages in remote, unknown and dangerous environments [12] - [14] . Typically, a teleoperation system is composed of the operator, master-robot, communication channel, slave-robot and working environment [15] , [16] .
Good transparency performance, which includes the position tracking and force feedback, is a significant issue for teleoperation control design. The four-channel architecture for bilateral teleoperation system, which is based on the impedance matching in view of the dynamics between the master and slave, is considered as an effective method to achieve the perfect transparency performance of the system. Namely, Lawrence [17] proposed a four-channel architecture for transparency optimization, which comprises four kinds of data(velocity and force in both directions) transferred between the master and slave, and the ideal transparency conditions were derived by means of the master and slave dynamics. Hashtrudi-Zaad and Salcudean [18] enrolled the local force feedback parameters for transparency enhancement, and the ideal transparency conditions were revised and the architecture of different channel numbers for different teleoperation purposes was introduced by adjusting different parameters in the architecture.
As the increasing of distance between the master and slave, the system will have a greater time delay in communication channel during signal transmission, which deteriorates the transparency of the system, and even exacerbate the problem of system's stability [19] , [20] . In the above-mentioned fourchannel architectures, the time delay existing in the communication channel is not considered, which may lead to the system's instability when the time delay exists. To handle the stability issue for teleoperation system under time delay, the wave variable method mainly based on the passivity theory is usually applied. Particularly, Anderson and Spong [21] and [22] proposed the scattering operator and two-port network theory based stabilization method for the teleoperation system with time delay. Niemeyer and Slotine [23] and [24] designed a wave-variable based architecture by proposing the concept of the wave transform, where the energy variables (velocityẋ and force F) were transformed into wave variables (u and v) in the communication channel.
However, these traditional wave variable based control designs which only focused on the system's stability would cause wave reflection and position drift between the master and slave, resulting in a large signal distortion to attenuate the transparency of teleoperation system. In addition, although many scholars are currently trying to modify the wave variable architecture for the purpose of enhancing the transparency of teleoperation system, it may suffer some practical challenges by those two-channel wave variable based designs, and the trade-off between system's stability and transparency is essentially existing [25] - [29] .
Thus, the combination of the four-channel architecture and the passivity based time-delay compensator (e.g., wave variable transform) was regarded as an intuitive idea to cope with the trade-off between system's stability and transparency. Rebelo and Schiele [30] proposed a time-domain passivity control method for four-channel teleoperation system, and the stability was achieved by the energy conservation between the master and slave, but the transparency can be guaranteed only in some specific working environments. Aziminejad et al. [31] proposed a wave-variable based four-channel bilateral control method to guarantee the stability of teleoperation system under time delay, but the wave reflection caused by the enrollment of wave transform is still existing somewhere to reduce the system's transparency performance. Yalcin and Ohnishi [32] improved the systems' stability and transparency performance by adding disturbance and reference observers to the wave-variable based four-channel architecture to make real-time estimation on the displacement and force for the master and slave. Moreover, some modified four-channel architectures proposed by Liu and Tavakoli [33] , Bert Willaert et al. [34] , Sun et al. [35] - [37] and Kim et al. [38] were also proposed to enhance the stability and transparency of teleoperation system to a certain extent. But achieving the stability and good transparency performance simultaneously for four-channel teleoperation system is still challenging and becomes a hot research topic.
In this paper, by addressing the issue of instability arose from the time delay in the communication channel and the trade-off between stability and good transparency performance for four-channel teleoperation system, an improved wave-variable based four-channel control design in bilateral teleoperation system for time delay compensation is proposed. The proposed passivity based time-delay compensator by the wave transform is modified from the traditional ones, where the communication channel is simplified to reduce the effect of wave reflection on the transparency of fourchannel teleoperation system as a result of the enrollment of wave-variable. The local force feedback are provided to compensate the distortion and further enhance the system's stability and transparency. Thus, the stability of the designed teleoperation architecture is theoretically guaranteed, and the good transparency performance for both position tracking and force feedback can be significantly achieved. The experiments are carried out and the results show that the method can achieve obvious improved transparency performance in position tracking and force feedback under the guaranteed system stability.
The rest of this paper is arranged in the following. Section II introduces the original architecture of four-channel teleoperation system and basic wave variable based passivity control method. Section III presents the improved wavevariable based four-channel control design in bilateral teleoperation system for time delay compensation, and its stability and transparency analyses are then given in details. Section IV demonstrates the experiment, and the comparative results are obtained to show the advantages of our design. Section V presents the conclusions.
II. PRELIMINARIES
A. ORIGINAL ARCHITECTURE OF FOUR-CHANNEL TELEOPERATION SYSTEM Fig.1 shows a typical bilateral teleoperation system model. Reference [18] , where the master, communication channel and slave are merged into a two-port network. Assume that the master and slave interact with the operator and working environment respectively, thus the dynamics can be modeled by the impedance Z h and Z e as follows:
Where Z h and Z e are the operators impendence and environment's impendence respectively, V m and V s are the velocities of the master and slave, F h is the operating force exerted by the operator, F e is the environmental force generated when exposed to the working environment, F h * is the interaction force between the operator and master, and F e * is the VOLUME 6, 2018 FIGURE 1. Two-port network based teleoperation architecture.
FIGURE 2.
Original Four-channel teleoperation architecture.
interaction force between slave and the working environment. Then the hybrid matrix of bilateral teleoperation system in Fig.1 can be obtained as:
The four-channel teleoperation architecture was proposed by Hashtrudi-Zaad and Salcudean [18] to further achieve the good transparency performance by means of the proper selection of enrollment parameters of C 1 to C 6 , as shown in Fig.2 . Compared to the two-port network architecture, the fourchannel architecture for teleoperation system can be easier to reach the good transparency performance due to the diversification options of multi-parameters. Besides, the enrollment of local force feedback parameters C 5 and C 6 can further enhance the system's transparency performance.
The closed-loop dynamic functions of the master and slave can be derived as follows:
Where 
are the four-channel controller parameters, C 5 and C 6 are the local force feedback parameters, respectively. However, the above mentioned four-channel teleoperation architecture neglect the inherent time delay of the system. Therefore, when the time delay in communication channel exists, the stability of the four-channel architecture for teleoperation system cannot be guaranteed. 
B. WAVE TRANSFORM AND SCATTERING APPROACH
Under the two-port network based bilateral teleoperation architecture, the concept of wave transform was put forward by Niemeyer to handle the instability issue arose form the time delay [23] , where energy variable (velocityẋ and force F) were transformed into the wave variables (u and v). The definition of wave transform can be written as:
Where u is the forward wave channel from the master to the slave, v is the reverse wave channel from the slave to the master. b is the impedance parameter that can be a constant or symmetric positive definite matrix, which is the only adjustable parameter in the force and velocity transfer equations. The architecture of wave transform is shown in Fig.3 .
For the purpose of proving the stability of teleoperation system with original wave transform, the scattering operator is introduced, which is a typical approach relating to the passivity and small gain theory [21] . Some concepts are introduced in the following.
Definition 1: R + is a non-negative real number. R n is the n-dimensional Euclidean space. L n 2 (R + ) is the Hilbert space composed of Lebesgue square integrable function f :
has boundary, its norm can be defined as:
Definition 2: For ∀F, v ∈ L n 2 (R+), scattering operator P is defined as:
Specifically, the scattering matrix for two-port network based system can be derived from hybrid matrix H(s) as:
Where E is the identity matrix. Likewise:
Based on (10)- (11) P(s)
Theorem 1: The two-port network based bilateral teleoperation system in Fig.1 is passive, if the norm of the scattering matrix is no more than one such as P ≤ 1 or sup λ According to the Definition 1, the hybrid matrix of original wave variable based teleoperation system can be written as:
Therefore, the scattering operator can be derived as:
On the basis of Theorem 1, then 
Which demonstrates the teleoperation system with original wave transform is passive. However, for the teleoperation architecture with original wave transform, the velocity transfer equation and the force feedback equation are as follows:
Where
] are the wave reflection items, which will seriously attenuate the transparency of the system.
III. IMPROVED WAVE-VARIABLE BASED CONTROL DESIGN IN FOUR-CHANNEL BILATERAL TELEOPERATION SYSTEM
Given that the original four-channel architecture cannot guarantee the stability of systems when the time delay in communication channel exists, the wave transform approach is added into the system to ensure the stability under time delay. However, the original wave transform has the problem of wave reflection, which exacerbates the transparency of the teleoperation system. For the purpose of eliminating the transparency performance exacerbation of the system due to the wave reflection, the modified wave transform approach proposed by Bate et al. [39] is applied to reduce the effect of wave reflection on the system in this section. Thus, the improved wave-variable based four-channel architecture for teleoperation system, which combines the original fourchannel architecture and the passivity based time-delay compensator by the modified wave transform, can achieve good transparency performance while the stability is guaranteed. The further analysis is as follows.
A. BASIC FOUR-CHANNEL ARCHITECTURE WITH TIME-DELAY COMPENSATION
The passivity based time-delay compensator by wave transform in the past is used only for two-port network architecture. Enable this compensator to be used in the fourchannel teleoperation system, the communication channel of the system in Fig.2 is separated into the two-port network architecture in this section. Fig.4 shows the improved wavevariable based four-channel architecture for teleoperation system, which combines the original four-channel architecture and the passivity based time-delay compensator by the modified wave transform, and Fig.5 shows the specific timedelay compensated communication channel with modified wave transform.
Therefore, the nonphysical input signal in the communication channel which combines the force and velocity simultaneously can be obtained as follows:
Since the closed-loop functions of the master and slave can be written as:
Therefore, the nonphysical output signal in the communication channel which also combines the force and velocity simultaneously can be written as follows: 
The definition of modified wave transform in Fig.5 can be written as:
Where the output wave variable v s contains only the reverse signal information N 2 according to (25) , which shows the reduction of wave reflection compared to the previous timedelay compensator by original wave transform proposed by Niemeyer in section II.
B. STABILITY ANALYSIS
Theorem 2: Choosing the wave impedance parameter b ∈ (0, +∞), the communication subsystem of the improved wave variable based four channel teleoperation system in Fig. 5 is passive.
According to the Definition 1, the hybrid matrix for the communication subsystem of the four-channel teleoperation system with modified wave-variable based time delay compensator can be written as:
Thus,
Let s = jω, (29) shows that the scattering norm is influenced by the angular frequency ω via the function of e −jωT . Use the method proposed in [39] , when b > 0, it can be obtained that the scattering norm is always less than one, which can be checked by iterating on the different parameters of b, ω, and T through Matlab toolbox. Specifically, in order to better show the value and periodicity of the scattering norm, we take a special case of b = 2, T = 1, and the result is shown in Fig.6 , where the angular frequency ω is the variable. It clearly shows the scattering norm is less than one. Therefore, the communication subsystem of novel wave variable based four channel teleoperation system is passive on the basis of Theorem 1, which demonstrates the correctness of Theorem 2.
Since it is easy known that the four-channel teleoperation architecture is stable in the absence of time delay [18] , the stability of our proposed design under time delay can be achieved by adding the stable communication subsystem through the above modified wave transform. 
C. TRANSPARENCY ANALYSIS
With the communication subsystem with time-delay compensator by the modified wave transform shown in Fig. 5 , the signal transfer function are as follows:
According to (16) , (17), (30) and (31), it can be obtained that the time-delay compensator by the modified wave transform solves the problem of wave reflection when compared to the previous compensator by the original wave transform, where [N 2 (t − 2T ) − N 2 (t)]/b can further reduce the signal distortion, and achieves the better signal transmission by selecting the appropriate impedance parameter b.
Moreover, since the passivity based time-delay compensator by the modified wave transform has fewer negative effects on the master and slave dynamics, the closed-loop dynamic functions of the master and slave can be derived as (32) and (33), shown at the bottom of the page.
To achieve good transparency performance, the transmitted impedances in the four-channel teleoperation system are required to be matched as Z to = Z e and Z te = Z h . Substitute (1) and (2) into (32) and (33), the transmitted impedances Z to and Z te for four-channel architecture can be derived as (34) and (35), shown at the bottom of the page. 1, 2, 3, 4) are error terms which can be approximately ignored in the transparency analysis, and the time delay term(e −2Ts ) also takes small effects on the system's impedance matching equation (34) and (35) [31] . Suppose that the four-channel controller parameters C 1 − C 4 and the local force feedback parameters C 5 − C 6 are not the function of transmitted impedances Z to and Z te , the ideal transparency conditions for four-channel teleoperation system can be approximately obtained as follows:
Where C 2 and C 3 are not equal to zero simultaneously. Thus, one remark can be obtained as follows:
Remark 1: By choosing four channel controller parameters C 1 − C 4 and local force feedback parameters C 5 − C 6 to satisfy the ideal transparency conditions (36), the good transparency performance of both position tracking and force feekback for the novel wave variable based four channel teleoperation system can be achieved simultaneous.
IV. EXPERIMENT A. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The experiments are carried out on a the real platform using the Matlab/Simulink and 3D Systems Touch which represent the master and slave manipulators as shown in Fig.7 . Each device has the 6-degree-of-freedom positional sensing and 3-degree-of-freedom force feedback, which can be used in the applications like motion planning, teleoperation and visual reality. In the experiments, for the purpose of verifying the achievements of good transparency performance of proposed architecture, we use the Joint 1 of the Touch shown in Fig.7 which simplifies the manipulator control problems. To have a fair comparison, three controllers are compared in the following:
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C1:
The original four-channel control design proposed by Lawrence to achieve the good transparency performance [18] . C2: The original wave-variable based four-channel control design proposed by Aziminejad to solve the instability problem caused by time delay in the communication channnel [31] . The specific value of wave impedance b is chosen as b = 200Ns/m. In order to guarantee the consistency of experimental conditions, the rest of the parameters and settings are the same with the C1.
C3: The improved wave-variable based four-channel control design put forward in this paper to achieve the good transparency performance while the stability is guaranteed. In order to guarantee the consistency of experimental conditions, the specific value of wave impedance b remains to be b = 200Ns/m, and the rest of the parameters and settings are the same with the C1.
In order to verify the effectiveness of proposed control schemes, the following experimental sets are designed:
Set1: The experiment without time delay is set to verify system's ability to achieve the good transparency performance. The master manipulator is operated by the operator and slave manipulator follow the master when exposed to the working environment. The experiment duration is set to 20 seconds.
Set2: The experiment with time delay is set to verify the stability and transparency performance of the proposed teleoperation systems. The time delay in the communication channel is set to 0.1s and the experiment duration are the same with Set1. 
B. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The experiment results of original four-channel control design (C1) for bilateral teleoperation system are shown in Fig.8-Fig.11 . Fig.8-Fig.11 show that the manipulator is in the working condition. The impact of local force feedback on the transparency performance enhancement of the system can be obviously obtained when comparing Fig.8 and Fig.9 , which demonstrates that the addition of local force feedback makes the system easier to achieve the good transparency performance. However, Fig.10 and Fig.11 illustrate that the teleoperation system via C1 will be unstable in the presence of time delay when the passivity based compensator is not added to the communication channel, thus preventing the teleoperation system from normal working in the remote environment.
The experiment results of the original wave variable based four-channel control design (C2) for bilateral teleoperation system are shown in Fig.12-Fig.15 . Fig.12-Fig.15 show that the manipulator is still in the working condition. From Fig.14 and Fig.15 , it is obvious that the system can still work normally in the presence of time delay when adding the passivity based time-delay compensator with original wave transform into the communication channel, which vilifies the effectiveness of the passivity based time delay compensator with wave transform to guarantee the stability for teleoperation system. However, Fig.12 and Fig.13 show that although the enrollment of four channel architecture enhances the transparency performance of the traditional teleoperation system only with the wave variable based architecture, the system cannot achieve the good transparency performance as a result of the wave reflection problem caused by the original wave transform. The experiment results of the novel wave variable based four-channel control design (C3) for bilateral teleoperation system are shown in Fig.16-Fig.19 .
The transparency improvement of the novel wave variable based four-channel teleoperation system when exposed to the same environments can be verified by examining Fig.16-Fig.19 , where the manipulator via the novel proposed wave variable based four-channel teleoperation system as shown in Fig.4 is still in the working condition. Due to the reduction of wave reflection (the wave variable u s no longer reflects at v s ), the position tracking distortion appeared in the four-channel teleoperation system via C2 no longer exists, while the stability of the system is still guaranteed, thus illustrating that the system via C3 can achieve the good transparency performance even in the presence of time delay. In addition, by comparing Fig.18 and Fig.19 , the enrollment of local force feedback can further enable the system to achieve the good transparency performance.
In brief, as shown from Fig.8-Fig.19 , under the ideal transparency conditions (36) , the slave manipulator can precisely track the trajectory of the master manipulator and provide accurate force feedback for the master manipulator to improve the operator's perception from the remote working environment via the novel four channel architecture with time-delay compensator put forward in this paper compared to the previous four channel architecture in the real test environment. Therefore, the effectiveness of the passivity based time delay compensator by the modified wave transform and local force feedback to achieve the good transparency performance is demonstrated while the stability is guaranteed under time delay.
V. CONCLUSION
This paper presents an improved wave-variable based fourchannel control design for bilateral teleoperation system where the passivity based time-delay compensator by the modified wave transform and the local force feedback are provided to compensate the distortion by reducing wave reflection and further enhance the stability and transparency of the system. The good transparency performance of both position tracking and force feedback under time delay enhances the system's working performance, while improving the operator's perception of the remote working environment. The experiments are carried out and the results show that the method put forward in this paper can achieve the good transparency performance while the systems stability is theoretically guaranteed, whether in comparison with the original four-channel architecture or with the time delay compensated four-channel architecture with original wave transform in the presence of time delay.
